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342a Monday, February 4, 2013Mapping cell mechanical properties down to molecular level can both
refine our knowledge about cellular structures and reveal information about
biological functions like cell adhesion, proliferation and survival. Atomic
force microscopy (AFM) is a powerful method to probe materials at the
nanoscale. Although AFM has been used to image live cells and probe their
mechanical properties1, its resolution on cells is much lower than on stiffer
materials. To address this, we adapted Microsecond Force Spectroscopy2
to rapidly image mechanical properties of live and cross-linked fibroblasts,
neurons and Human Umbilical Vein Endothelial Cells in culture media or
buffer.
Mechanical properties images showed cellular features as small as 50nm, rep-
resenting an unprecedented resolution over a wide variation of cell types. The
enhanced resolution and speed of our method allowed the identification of
dynamic changes in elastic modulus of fine cellular structures, which did not
appear to be reflected in optical images of fluorescently-labeled actin, acquired
from the same cells. These changes might reflect a loss of tension in the actin
network underneath the cell membrane. Preliminary data further suggest that
our platform might allow the label-free recognition of stress fibers, retraction
fibers, Weibel-Palade bodies and microvilli solely based on nanomechanical
contrast. These developments extend the cell imaging capabilities of AFM
and highlight the value of mechanics in the delineation of cellular physiological
states. The compatibility of our method with human cells suggests that it can be
further developed as a diagnostic tool for the detection of disease-specific
cellular mechanical responses.
1-Casuso et al. J.Mol.Recogn. 2011; 24:406-413.
2-Dong et al. Nature Nanotechnology 2009; 4:514-517.
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The nuclear pore complex (NPC) is one of the largest macromolecular assem-
blies in eukaryotic cells and tightly regulates the transport between the cyto-
plasm and the nucleus. In order to unravel the structural details of the NPC,
an exact stoichiometry of its constituent proteins (NUPs) is needed. Mass spec-
trometry can be exploited to establish stoichiometric ratios of the NUPs, but in
order to trace absolute copy numbers it is necessary to quantify the number of
instances of at least one NUP. To achieve this goal, a gene replacement strategy
was combined with a quantitative PALM approach: one of the core proteins of
the NPC, namely NUP107, was genetically tagged with the photo-activatable
protein mEos2 and expressed in HEK293 cells where native NUP107 was
knocked down using micro-RNAs. For optimal signal to noise, NUP107-
mEos2 containing NPCs from functional purified nuclei were placed in the
evanescent field of a highly sensitive microscope. We then performed PALM
imaging of mEos2-NUP107 with an optimized photo-conversion scheme for
iterative activation and bleaching cycles assuring complete photo-conversion
of the sample. In order to retrieve the average number of fluorophores in
each pore, a computational workflow was designed to select isolated pores
from the resulting super-resolution images. The counted number of apparent
photo-conversion events in each pore was further corrected for fluorophore
blinking effect by statistical methods. Taking protein and mEos2 maturation
profiles into account, this allowed us to calculate the lower limit for the exact
copy number of NUP107 in each pore establishing the baseline for the stoichi-
ometry of the entire NPC.
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Non-invasive high-resolution imaging of cell populations in animal disease
models would greatly facilitate the development of cell-based therapies. Opti-
cal imaging of fluorescent proteins (FPs) that can be excited by red light in the
‘‘optical window’’ above 600 nm, such as the monomeric far-red FP mNeptune,
is one potential method for tracking implanted cells. However the utility of
red-absorbing FPs for tracking the fates of implanted cells has not yet been
explored. Here we report three new red-absorbing monomeric FPs obtained
by structure-guided mutagenesis of mNeptune. Two of these, mNeptune2
and mNeptune2.5, demonstrate improved maturation and brighter fluorescence,
while the third, mCardinal, has an additionally red-shifted absorbance spec-
trum. We show that mCardinal can be used to non-invasively visualize muscle
regeneration from myoblasts and stem cells in a mouse injury model with high
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We have developed a new approach for multiplex imaging of immunostained
cells to improve breast cancer diagnosis. For detection of fluorescence signal
we use a confocal laser scanning microscope with custom extension for multi-
parameter fluorescence image spectroscopy (MFIS)[1].
For the detection of tumor biomarkers a six fold parallel immunostaining pro-
tocol was developed, combining indirect immunolabeling with antibodies as
well as direct labeling with novel affinity binders (Affibody molecules). To
allow for separation of fluorescence photons from different markers, dyes
were selected that can be discriminated by considering both their spectral emis-
sion band and their fluorescence decay time using three patterns maximum
entropy fit. The massive amount of information contained in the identified
spatial intensity features from the six markers and correlations thereof necessi-
tate advanced bioinformatics to fully exploit the available information. We
used an analysis workflow to process the MFIS-data with the aim of training
a classifier for cancer diagnosis.
The method provided promising results to discriminate non-malignant breast-
and different breast cancer cell lines forming a basis for the analysis of individ-
ual cells in clinical fine needle aspirates (FNA) from the breast.
Applied to FNA samples MFIS can demonstrate its full potential in extracting
the necessary information for diagnosis out of a very limited number of cells.
In a further perspective, our approach offers a more objective alternative to the
currently common procedure of visual inspection of classical core biopsy
histological staining. Moreover, it can be transferred to different samples and
markers without major adaption of setup and analysis workflow to diagnose
different cellular diseases.
[1] Weidtkamp-Peters, S., Felekyan, S., Bleckmann, A., Simon, R., Becker, W.,
Ku¨hnemuth, R., Seidel, C. A. M.; Multiparameter Fluorescence Image Spec-
troscopy to study molecular interactions. Photochem. Photobiol. Sci., 8, 470-
480 (2009).
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Two-photon microscopy of endogenous fluorescence has proven to be a power-
ful method for quantification of tissue structure and biochemistry in 3D and
with micron resolution. In particular, autofluorescence of mouse brain tissue
provides potentially rich signatures for identifying brain anatomical regions
and structures without the need for traditional Nissl or other exogenous stain-
ing. We quantitatively investigate the identities and distributions of endogne-
ous fluorophores in whole mouse brains
using Serial Two-Photon (STP) tomogra-
phy. We vary the two-photon excitation
wavelength over the range of 720 to
980 nm while simultaneously performing
spectrally resolved imaging from 400 nm
to 650 nm and report on background auto-
fluorescence for use in segmenting, con-
structing brain atlases, and identifying
specific neuronal regions.
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